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Abstract Many people believe that ordinary citi-

zens should influence scientific and technological

developments, but the American public is routinely

uninformed about these issues. As a solution, some

scholars advocate creating informed public opinions

by encouraging citizens to deliberate about the issues.

Although this idea is currently widely applauded in

the science and technology literature, deliberative

outcomes are infrequently measured and the practice

of deliberation is routinely criticized in other disci-

plines. This research contributes to our understanding

of the effectiveness of citizen deliberation as a method

for increasing public engagement with science. I

report data measuring results of deliberation in a

national citizens’ technology forum (NCTF) about

nanotechnologies for human enhancement. The NCTF

was a month-long process involving six groups of

9–15 ordinary citizens who deliberated in different

locations across the United States with the goal of

reaching consensus about policy recommendations

within their groups. I find that structured deliberation

generated informed opinions, sometimes meaningful

shifts in preferences, and increased trust and internal

efficacy among the participants. Nevertheless, the

NCTF has important shortcomings, and it is not

obvious that consensus conferences should be pre-

ferred over other mechanisms for creating informed

opinions. Future research is needed to corroborate the

findings of this study and to systematically compare

outcomes of structured citizen deliberation to other

less resource intensive forms of engagement.
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Introduction

For some time now, people in government, industry,

and academia have been working to develop the

potential of the so-called ‘‘converging technologies’’

of nanotechnology, biotechnology, information tech-

nologies, and cognitive science (NBIC) to enhance

human abilities (Roco and Bainbridge 2003). The

kinds of applications that might be created, such as

implants to allow direct computer-to-brain linkages

or medical devices that roam the blood stream

searching for cancer cells, would certainly affect

our social, cultural, economic, and political systems

(Savulescu and Bostrom 2009; Hays 2010). Recog-

nizing that public rejection of these technologies is

possible, as occurred with genetically modified foods

(Gaskell et al. 1999), the various stakeholders appear

to accept the idea that, at least to some extent, the

public should be involved in the planning and
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development of such technologies (Macnaghten et al.

2005; Hamlett et al. 2008).

Unfortunately, an all too familiar finding in the

literature is that the American public is poorly

informed about the topics of science and technology

(National Science Board 2010). The lack of public

literacy about specific issues like nanotechnology has

also been apparent since representative polling on the

subject began (Cobb and Macoubrie 2004; Scheufele

and Lewenstein 2005). Recent studies confirm that

awareness remains low and that only minimal

increases in knowledge have taken place over time

(Scheufele et al. 2009). Likewise, the public is poorly

informed about related applications, such as synthetic

biology (Kahan et al. 2008) and human enhancements

(Hays et al. 2011). Given the uniformly low levels of

public awareness about emerging technologies, how

can ordinary citizens hope to, or even be asked to,

shape policies about complex things that are expected

to significantly affect their lives?1

Until recently, the prevailing view within the

scientific community and those involved in science

communication held that the solution to the public’s

lack of knowledge about this topic was to offer them

more science education. If only the public learned the

same facts that scientists knew, so went the thinking,

then people would be more receptive to scientific

solutions to society’s problems and be more likely to

embrace new technologies. Yet, there is little evi-

dence that this prescription of ‘‘more science educa-

tion’’ has been helpful (Irwin and Wynne 1996;

Nisbet and Scheufele 2009). Moreover, this approach

arguably relegates citizen participation to the role of

giving approbations after-the-fact.

Criticisms of this so-called ‘‘deficit model’’ of

public understanding of science have resulted in

significant resources being funneled into engaging the

public with science (Grimes 2006; Einsiedel 2008;

Delgado et al. 2010). The critical operational differ-

ence between citizen engagement models and science

education is that the former is a two-way interaction

between scientists and citizens (Rowe et al. 2004).

The normative assumptions behind the validity of

two-way communication about science are a profound

departure from past experiences. As Powell and Colin

(2009, p. 3) write, ‘‘Our engagement work is moti-

vated by two central premises: (a) lay citizens should

have a say in scientific and technological develop-

ments that will affect their lives and the broader

society in significant ways and (b) lay citizens bring

valuable knowledge and perspectives into decisions

about scientific developments and decisions that

include more diverse perspectives will be more

robust.’’ Thus, for many involved with running public

engagement exercises, their overarching goal is the

democratization of the scientific process by having

citizens jointly determine the development trajecto-

ries of new technologies before they reach the

commercialized stage (Wilsdon et al. 2005).

Public engagement with science: deliberative

methods

Although a wide variety of public engagement tech-

niques have been used for creating a dialog with the

public (Bell 2008; Powell and Colin 2009), a growing

number of scholars identify small group deliberations

as an ideal method for generating informed public

opinions (Sclove 1995; Guston 1999; Einsiedel and

Eastlick 2000; Hamlett and Cobb 2006; Hamlett et al.

2008; Burri 2009; Nelson et al. 2009). Small groups

have become the unit of analysis because scholars of

science communication are pessimistic about success-

fully engaging the public as a whole (Nisbet and

Scheufele 2009), and deliberative communication is

favored because it presumably has advantages over

other forms of communicating. Deliberation is under-

stood to be a particularly sophisticated version of

talking, listening, and reasoning. According to Haber-

mas (1996), deliberation is argumentation based on a

free and equal exchange. More than that, deliberative

talk requires individuals to weigh carefully both the

consequences of various options for action and how

other will view these acts (Burkhalter et al. 2002). As

Ryfe (2002) explains, deliberation occurs when claims

are advanced, evidence is presented, and counterfac-

tuals are considered.

In more pragmatic terms, it is said that dialog

should be deliberative because the act of deliberation

results in better decisions and better citizens (Pateman

1970; Barber 1984; Habermas 1996; Dryzek 2000;

Luskin et al. 2002; Dryzek and List 2003; Gutmann

and Thompson 2004; Ackerman and Fishkin 1994;

1 In addition to knowledge as a barrier to effective citizen

input, there are other systematic barriers to citizens’ partici-

pation on these kinds of issues, but a discussion of these factors

is beyond the scope of this research (see Fischer 2000).
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Gastil and Levine 2005). When theorists contend that

deliberation produces better decisions, they mean that

collective and individual decisions are superior to

those reached after non-deliberative discussions or

those commonly plumbed through representative

polling. Rawls (1971), for example, writes that delib-

eration uniquely allows ‘‘each person [to] share what

he or she knows with the others, making the whole at

least equal to the sum of the parts.’’2 At the micro-

level, deliberation results in individuals’ preferences

becoming more congruent with their objectively

defined interests (Fishkin 1991, 1997; Ackerman and

Fishkin 1994; Luskin et al. 2002; Barabas 2004).

Better citizens also emerge after deliberating because

this distinct type of communicative activity encour-

ages civic participation by increasing citizen’s social

capital (Putnum 2000). Theorists are normatively

interested in increasing social capital because its

components—knowledge, efficacy, trust, and civil-

ity—are thought to be core perquisites of a healthy

democracy (Delli Carpini et al. 2004; Morrell 2005).

While the idea of citizen deliberation has thus far

received almost uniformly positively reviews by

scholars in the science and technology community,

not everyone agrees that promoting deliberation as a

method for public engagement is a good idea.3

Surprisingly, very few empirical studies in the science

and technology literature have measured the effects of

deliberation, and the evaluative data that does exist is

vulnerable to questions about comparability.4 More to

the point, deliberation has a host of critics in other

disciplines (Stokes 1998; Hibbing and Theiss-Morse

2002; Sanders 1997; Sunstein 2000, 2003, 2005; for a

thorough review, see Mendelberg 2002). One of their

arguments is that deliberation is unnecessary because

citizens already arrive at reasoned judgments though

an efficient use of cognitive shortcuts (Lupia 1994;

see also Schuefele (2006) for an explanation of the

kinds of heuristics citizens rely on when considering

science and technology issues). Skeptics also question

the wisdom of having citizens deliberate because they

believe it creates normatively undesirable outcomes.

Hibbing and Theiss-Morse (2002), for example, argue

that people do not like to deliberate and that civility

becomes a victim to excited passions when citizens

are forced to deliberate. Moreover, deliberation is

faulted for two, ironically, contradictory pathologies

of decision-making found in public opinion research:

the tendency of individuals to resist new, yet pertinent

information and remain wedded to their original

beliefs (Kuklinski et al. 2001) and to readily adopt the

positions of the majority due to social pressures and

regardless of the veracity of the majority’s position

(Sunstein 2003, 2005). In the first case, deliberation

becomes a waste of time. In the second, distorted

individual and group judgments arise to diminish the

value of engaging the public with communication

about science technologies.

Methodology

This study contributes to our understanding of citizen

deliberation about science by empirically evaluating

multiple outcomes of a national consensus conference

about emerging technologies to enhance human

abilities.5 Held simultaneously across six cities, this

event was called ‘‘the National Citizens’ Technology

Forum’’ (NCTF). Since consensus conferences have

been described in great detail elsewhere (Grundhal

2 It is difficult to measure whether group decisions are

‘‘better’’ as a result of deliberation because this judgment

requires an independent, objective standard to evaluate the

deliberative decision against and we normally lack appropriate

measures. Instead, group-level outcomes are labeled ‘‘better’’

because procedurally they incorporate the normative standard

that including more voices in the decision making process

confers greater legitimacy on binding decisions (Gutmann and

Thompson 2004).
3 A critical question that has been raised about the practice,

not the concept, is whether the ‘‘top-down’’ structure of

deliberative events means they are problematic because

organizers determine who gets to deliberate and what they

deliberate about (Powell and Kleinman 2008).
4 One unresolved issue when evaluating deliberative effects is

that the science and technology literature often conflates

deliberation, properly defined, with almost any kind of group

talking about an issue. Some studies dubiously take for granted

that their study design, which encourages citizens to discuss the

issues, is equivalent to generating deliberation (see Sprain and

Gastil 2006).

5 Although I do not present direct evidence that citizens

deliberated in line with theoretical descriptions, there are at

least two reasons to believe it happened. The first reason is that

consensus conferences are intentionally designed to foster

deliberation and not mere discussion. Their very structure is

developed from theory to support the occurrence of deliber-

ation. Secondly, participants scored near the maximum on a

scale measuring a personal willingness to deliberate, both prior

to and after deliberating.
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1995; Einsiedel et al. 2001; Hamlett 2002; Guston

1999; Brown 2006), and several in-depth explana-

tions of the NCTF process have also been written

(Hamlett et al. 2008; Delborne et al. 2009; Wickson

et al. 2011), I avoid unnecessarily repeating their

fuller descriptions here.

In short, consensus forums are resource intensive

processes where approximately 10 to as many as 15

ordinary citizens come together in a small group to

deliberate, usually face-to-face, over many weeks

about a specific topic and generate policy recom-

mendations based on consensus rules. In advance of

these conferences, organizers often provide the

participants with voluminous amounts of background

information. During the conference, organizers

ensure participants have access to additional infor-

mation and experts. A typical conference also uses a

trained facilitator to help participants determine

appropriate tasks and deliberate toward a consensus

report. In Denmark, the Danish Parliament’s Board of

Technology takes the panelists’ final set of policy

recommendations to parliament and distributes them

to both the press and the public.

The NCTF is a modified version of the consensus

conference process that was adapted to work in the

more geographically challenging American context.

The principal novelty of the NCTF is achieved by

hosting multiple sites simultaneously and adding the

Internet as a mode of deliberative interaction.

According to the literature, the use of the Internet

could provoke negative behaviors because face-to-

face interaction has been found to increase cooper-

ation among participants (Sunstein 2001). Yet, on-

line communication permits the construction of

deliberations involving multiple groups of citizens

in multiple geographic locations. Analysis of using

Internet technology in a prior, smaller-scale citizens’

forum (Hamlett and Cobb 2006) indicates that it is

not inherently problematic for successfully promoting

deliberation, but an evaluation of its effects on

deliberation within the NCTF is more critical (Del-

borne et al. 2009).

In March 2008, the NCTF was held in six distinct

cities spread across the United States. Conference

organizers at each site location used targeted adver-

tisements to recruit applicants who filled out an

applicant survey. To encourage applications and to

compensate participants for their extensive time

commitment to the projects, participants were

awarded a $500 stipend distributed after completing

the consensus conference. Over 350 citizens applied,

89 of them were ultimately selected to participate,

and all but four of this group attended the first

meeting.6 A core objective in the process of choosing

panelists from among the applicants was the maxi-

mization of the representativeness of group members

compared to the demographics of their community

and the United States at large. Of course, it is not

possible, strictly speaking, to achieve representative-

ness of all community demographics within small

groups, but the NCTF panelists overall reflected a

reasonable approximation of the American public on

several important demographic characteristics (Ham-

lett et al. 2008).7 Importantly, panelists were also

similar to most Americans in terms of being

uninformed about the issue. Most panelists (58%),

for example, reported hearing ‘‘nothing’’ or ‘‘just a

little’’ about nanotechnology before learning and

deliberating about it. Finally, efforts were made to

weed out individuals with self-interested agendas,

such as interest group partisans, who would be

unwilling to engage in deliberation.

Participants received a 61 page background doc-

ument before the first meeting that was balanced,

vetted by experts, and included heterogeneous view-

points. The material was also written in lay language

for non-experts to absorb. Furthermore, during the

conference, access to information was guaranteed

through interactions with experts and by granting

requests for specific materials. Procedurally, partic-

ipants deliberated face-to-face in their respective

geographic groups for one weekend at the beginning

of the month, and they deliberated electronically

6 Organizers at each site location made the recruitment

decisions, but all were in agreement that balancing socio-

economic characteristics was a priority. Given the skewed

demographics among the volunteers, random selection of

panelists was impossible. Additional details are provided in

Hamlett et al. (2008).
7 For example, half the originally selected panelists were

women, 65% were white, and the median age and income were,

respectively, 39 years old and $50,000–$75,000. However,

panelists were unevenly distributed political partisanship and

political ideology (e.g., while 44% identified as Democrats,

just 9% said they were Republicans and 36% reported being

independent). During the recruitment of applicants (of which

only 11 were Republicans), attempts were made to encourage

non-Democratic applicants to take part in the NCTF, but these

efforts were unsuccessful.
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across their geographic groups in nine, 2-h sessions

during the rest of the month. Electronic deliberations

included question-and-answer sessions with a diverse

group of topical experts.8 When citizens engaged in

online deliberation, a professional facilitator made

sure that all participants had opportunities to speak

and ask questions, and intervened if necessary to

ensure participants’ dialog remained respectful.9 The

NCTF concluded with a second face-to-face deliber-

ation at each site. At the final meeting, participants

drafted reports that represented the consensus judg-

ments of their local groups.10

Measures

In order to evaluate the effects of deliberation in the

NCTF, participants were required to complete a

lengthy pre-test and post-test questionnaire.11 In

addition to basic demographics, data were gathered

measuring participants’ knowledge and opinions

about nanotechnology and human enhancement, and

their self-reported feelings of efficacy and trust in

others (precise question wording and answer options

for all data are located in the Appendix). The pre-test

was taken on-line before their first face-to-face

meeting, and the post-test was taken on-line soon

after the groups generated their consensus reports.

Although 89 of the selected participants completed

the pre-test, four of them did not attend the first

meeting and 12 panelists did not complete the post-

test. Thus, these individuals were dropped from any

within-subjects analysis of deliberation. As a result,

opinion change is typically measured using at most

73 individual’s survey answers.12 My analysis of

respondents with missing post-test data indicates all

but two of them were white, and they were dispro-

portionately wealthier (family income of $75,000 or

more) and highly educated (some graduate school or

a graduate degree). As a result, the over-time

comparisons are actually conducted on a smaller,

but overall more diverse and representative sample

than was originally obtained.

Knowledge

Informed opinions depend on holding accurate fac-

tual knowledge about the issue (Fishkin 1997).

Learning about NBIC technologies and human

enhancement was measured by asking panelists to

answer six factual multiple-choice questions.

Answers to each question were used to create a

simple additive index by assigning correct answers a

value of ‘‘1’’ and incorrect answers a value of ‘‘0’’

(i.e., respondent’s values on the index can range from

0–6). However, after each knowledge item, panelists

were also asked to report how confident they felt

about their answer, or to admit that they had guessed.

Using this additional information, I created a second

and novel knowledge index to control for guessing,

penalize confidently holding inaccurate beliefs, and

reward knowing correct answers confidently. For

example, respondents were not awarded a point when

they correctly answered a question but also admitted

to guessing (score = ‘‘0’’). Likewise, a point was

deducted (‘‘-1’’) for answering a question incor-

rectly, yet confidently. Finally, respondents were

awarded an additional point if they reported feeling

very confident about their correct answers (a score of

‘2’’ rather than ‘‘1’’). As a result, individuals’ scores

on this modified knowledge index could range from

-6 (i.e., all confidently wrong answers) to ?12 (i.e.,

all confidently correct answers).

8 The content experts included technical specialists, a philos-

opher, and a specialist in regulatory processes.
9 Each site had different facilitators to manage the face-to-face

deliberations. While the primary NCTF organizers gave

instructions and advice for how to maintain consistent and

professional facilitation, variation in the actual management of

deliberation could have occurred and contributed to occasional

differences in outcomes across site locations.
10 The role of consensus is disputed in debates about

definitions of deliberation. The pressure to reach consensus

outcomes in deliberative settings is thought by some to

exacerbate conformity effects and produce group delusion that

‘‘overwhelms the perspectives’’ of individual members (Mac-

kie 2002).
11 Importantly, it should be recognized that this research

design is quasi-experimental. Participants were not randomly

selected or assigned to conditions, and there are unmeasured

influences arguably affecting behaviors beyond the treatment

of deliberation, such as anticipation of the conference and

informal conversation outside of the conference meetings with

non-participants.

12 Most of the people that did not take the post-test dropped

out before the final meeting, but sometimes a panelist simply

failed to answer the identical question at both points in time.
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Opinion change

Does deliberation about NBIC technologies change

citizens’ opinions about them?13 One interpretation

of opinion change after deliberation is that it repre-

sents the difference between uniformed and informed

opinions. As Luskin et al. (2002, p.458) explain, an

exercise in deliberation is ‘‘designed to show what the

public would think about the issues, if it thought more

earnestly and had more information about them.’’

Deliberation does not guarantee that opinions will

change or that they will change in a particular

direction, but it means that the opinions held after

deliberating are superior because they are based on

better quality information. Nevertheless, the general

expectation is for opinions to look different after-

ward, or else why would deliberation matter? Opin-

ion change is examined over multiple measures, such

as, ‘‘What do you think about the risks and benefits of

using nanotechnology for human enhancement, such

as creating superior performance and longer, health-

ier lives?’’

Polarization cascades

If opinions do change, can we be sure this occurred

for normatively desirable reasons? As critics of

deliberation observe, polarization cascades are

another reason opinions might shift within deliberat-

ing groups. Polarization cascades occur when indi-

viduals holding the minority opinion in a group adopt

the majority’s opinion due to the sheer numerical

advantage of one side’s arguments during a debate,

not because those arguments are qualitatively supe-

rior (Sunstein 2003). Over time, this is a dynamic

process that has the potential to polarize group

preferences into ever-larger majorities holding one

view and shrinking minorities opposed. A simple way

to test for the presence and strength of polarization

cascades is to measure the direction of mean opinion

change compared to the original group position about

an issue. Does the initial majority position within a

group consistently attract more people to that side

after they deliberate about it? Also, do the ranges of

opinions decrease after deliberation, identified as a

reduction in the standard deviation of mean opinion

on each issue compared to its pre-deliberative

standard deviation in opinion? Of course, patterns

of group-level opinion change that are consistent with

descriptions of polarization cascades is not unequiv-

ocal evidence that the substantive outcome of deci-

sion-making is problematic,14 but consistent patterns

like these would provide some support for the

viewpoint that deliberation can lead to poor group

decision-making processes.

Efficacy

Two concepts central to debates about the value of

citizen deliberation are internal (IE) and external

(EE) political efficacy (Morrell 2005; Mattei and

Niemi 2005). Feelings of political competence are an

important theoretical benefit of deliberation (Pateman

1970), and IE and EE are thought to be key

dimensions to perceived competence. Following

Morrell (2005), I used four validated questions with

answers measured on a standard 5-point agreement/

disagreement scale to create an additive scale mea-

suring IE (i.e., ‘‘I consider myself well qualified to

participate in politics’’). Cronbach’s alpha for the

pretest and posttest IE scales were .66 and .77,

respectively. Following Craig et al. (1990), a scale

measuring EE was developed using two items (i.e.,

‘‘People like me don’t have any say what the

government does’’). Chronbach’s alphas for the pre-

test and post-test were, respectively, .68 and .80.

Trust

Having trust in others is also an important indicator

of social capital and a potential benefit of deliberation

(Putnum 2000). Following Craig et al. (1990), I

created a generalized trust scale by adding answers to

three dichotomous survey items (i.e., ‘‘Do you think

most people would try to take advantage of you if

13 Although I do not report the actual consensus reports of the

six groups in this research, they provide solid evidence that

thoughtful learning took place (Hamlett et al. 2008), and

are accessible to general public at http://www4.ncsu.edu/

*pwhmds/final_reports.html.

14 Imagine, for example, that before deliberation ten out of

fifteen people thought Hitler’s rise was a catastrophe, and that

after deliberating all fifteen agreed it was a catastrophe. While

the shift in opinion is consistent with the process of polariza-

tion cascades, it is unlikely that anyone would seriously object

to the substantive shift in opinions.
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they got the chance, or would they try to be fair?’’).

Trusting answers were scored a ‘‘2’’ while untrusting

answers received a ‘‘1’’. The resulting trust scale

ranges in values for individuals from 3–6, and they

generated Cronbach’s alphas of .61 and .73, respec-

tively, in the pre-test and post-test.

Results

Knowledge

I start the analysis by presenting results for panelists’

learning about nanotechnology and human enhance-

ments. These data are located in Table 1. Looking

first at the simple additive index of knowledge before

deliberating (KNOWSCORE), I find that panelists

answered, on average, about four of the six questions

correctly. Afterward, panelists’ average KNOW-

SCORE increased to more than five correct answers.

The increased factual knowledge represents a modest,

but statistically significant improvement among the

panelists. It is important to recognize, however, that

even though increased factual knowledge might be an

intuitive result of deliberation, it was not guaranteed

to occur and the effects of deliberation on knowledge

are rarely demonstrated.

The traditional way of constructing a knowledge

index, however, arguably overestimates how much

people leaned by failing to control for guessing, and

it certainly does not take confidence into account.

Thus, I created a second knowledge index (KNOW ?

CONF), which punishes correctly guessed answers

and rewards confidently answered ones. In contrast to

the traditional knowledge index, my second measure

of knowledge reveals that learning was more deeply

affected by deliberating. Before deliberations took

place, the average score on KNOW ? CONF was

less than four out of twelve possible points. After

deliberation, the average score more than doubled to

about nine points. This finding is particularly note-

worthy given panelists’ scores approached the max-

imum obtainable score of twelve points. It also

demonstrates the importance of conceptualizing

knowledge as more than measuring correctly versus

incorrectly answered questions.

While knowledge gains represent a valued out-

come independent of their effects, we would also

expect to find that the more confident and accurate a

person is about the facts, the more likely they would

be draw upon their knowledge when formulating

opinions. Deliberative theorists would presumably

endorse this type of process. Unfortunately, in

analysis unreported here (available upon request), I

consistently find that, regardless of how the knowl-

edge measures were constructed, these scores fail to

explain opinions or opinion change after deliberation.

One possibility for these null effects is that the factual

content measured in this study had no logical bearing

on opinion formation regarding the opinion questions

that were asked. It is also possible that issue opinions

are formed for reasons other than factual information

about the issue. I explore this possibility later in the

analysis.

Opinion change

In this section, I present descriptive data about

opinion change. Do people become more critical or

accepting of these technologies after learning more

about them?15 If these data represent the difference

between uninformed and informed public opinion

about the topic, they can also point to how public

opinion in general might develop in more ideal

settings. Since panelists were asked many more

questions than can be reported here, I focus on

reporting a sub-set of survey items to illustrate what

transpired in general during the NCTF (the full set of

survey questions and answers is available upon

request). As before, these data are presented inTable 1 Effects of deliberation on panelists’ knowledge about

NBIC technologies

Pre-deliberation Post-deliberation

KNOWSCORE 3.97 (1.6) 5.27 (1.0)**

KNOW ? CONF 3.72 (3.8) 8.96 (2.9)**

Note: Entries are means; standard deviations in parentheses;

** P \ .01, paired sample, one-tailed t-tests; N = 71 for both

scales

15 Many more people changed their opinions over time than

these results indicate, but I am more concerned with the

potential for ‘‘net attitude change’’ than with measuring

response variation for its own sake (see Luskin et al. 2007).

The reason for this emphasis is because democratic outcomes

are not affected by equal percentages of the population

changing their minds in opposite directions, no matter how

large the magnitude of gross opinion change.
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aggregate form, not by site location, because the

potential influence of group dynamics on opinion

change is a separate matter that is analyzed afterward.

I start by presenting panelists’ opinions about five

hypothetical NBIC applications in Table 2, before

and after deliberation. Panelists’ initial level of

support varies depending on the application, with

many people failing to have an opinion. A solid

majority of participants support just one application,

but a plurality supports two others and one applica-

tion is opposed by a simple plurality. After deliber-

ation, however, opposition became the norm. Almost

everyone continued to support the one application

described as preventing healthy from becoming sick,

but opposition increased to all other possible appli-

cations, and these differences in opinions were

statistically significant in three of the four cases. As

a result of these shifting opinions, an outright

majority now opposed two of the applications and a

plurality opposed the remaining two. Overall, these

findings are consistent with representative polling

that shows Americans’ only support human enhance-

ment applications that are narrowly tied to health

benefits, or therapies, such as the prevention of cancer

(Hays et al. 2011).16

Next, I examine opinions about trust in the federal

government and business to protect the public from

risks associated with nanotechnology. These data,

presented in Table 3, indicate a glaring absence of

trust in either institution. Business fares particular

poorly. In the pre-deliberation survey, just 13%

expressed a great deal or a fair amount of trust in

business, and this percentage did not increase post-

deliberation. Trust in the federal government was

slightly higher to start than for business, and it edged

upwards over time, although the increase was not

statistically significant. The higher degree of trust in

government compared to business after deliberation,

however, is statistically significant.

In Table 4, I present results for panelists’ percep-

tions about the risks versus benefits of using nano-

technology for human enhancements. There are two

interesting patterns to the opinion change seen here.

First, a sizeable amount of opinion change on this

question is mostly the result of panelists forming

opinions after deliberating. A majority could not even

offer an opinion at first, but almost everyone had an

opinion at the end of the NCTF. While this finding

might seem mundane, it supports the argument that

deliberation allows people to better understand their

own interests though exposure to facts and argumen-

tation (Luskin et al. 2007). A second finding is that

opinion formation was not unidirectional. Roughly

equal percentages of panelists who lacked an opinion

at first came to see using nanotechnology for human

enhancements as more risky or as more beneficial,

not equally risky and beneficial. This suggests

exposure to communication about a technology’s

risks does not inevitably result in greater public

opposition to that technology, as some have feared.

Indeed, after deliberations almost a majority now

believed the benefits would exceed the risks.

Opinions about the costs of enhancements, and

who should pay for them, are presented in Tables 5,

6, and 7. Overall, opinions indicate a certain degree

of ambivalence that persisted after deliberations

concluded. A majority of panelists originally believed

enhancements would be too costly for most Ameri-

cans, and deliberations did nothing to deter them

from thinking this would be true. Indeed, a slightly

higher, but not significantly different, percentage of

panelists thought after deliberating that only the

wealthiest Americans could afford them. When

pressed about how to determine access, most thought

government should guarantee access to enhancements

rather than personal wealth, a feeling that increased

somewhat after deliberating, although again the

direction of opinion change was not statistically

significant. Interestingly, one-quarter of panelists

were still unsure about what to think when they were

asked this question after deliberating about it. Not

only does the remaining degree of uncertainty suggest

the topic is complex, it also demonstrates that opinion

formation is not inevitable, so it should be taken

seriously when it occurs. Panelists’ answers to a third

question complete the picture of ambivalence and

complexity. When pressed to choose between med-

ical insurers covering enhancements or individuals

being responsible for paying for them, a plurality at

first said insurance should pay. After deliberating,

roughly equal proportions were unsure who should

pay. Some remained literally unsure, while nearly

16 As was almost always the case for within site analysis of

opinions, the directional change of opinion on all five

applications was identical, except once when panelists at Santa

Barbara became more supportive of nanotechnologies to

prevent prisoner escapes.
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identical percentages thought medical insurance

should pay or that individuals should pay. On this

question, opinion change was significantly in one

direction—18% more thought individuals should pay

for enhancements, while 2% fewer said the same

about insurance.

Polarization cascades

It is difficult to determine the precise reasons

opinions changed in a particular direction without

content analyzing the quality of deliberations. Were

preferences different at the end of the NCTF because

panelists engaged one another in thoughtful argu-

mentation, or did they change their minds because of

undesirable decision-making processes? One way to

answer this question is to look for properties of

opinion change consistent with polarization cascades.

If opinions are affected by polarization effects, then

the average group position on any issue will routinely

move further in the direction of opinions espoused by

the initial majority within a group, and the variance in

the distribution of their opinions on these measures

should decrease. As before, space does not permit an

examination of every issue opinion, so I examine

three items where opinions changed significantly.

The results reported here for these three items are

Table 3 Effects of deliberation on panelists’ confidence in the federal government & business to protect the public from significant

risks associated with nanotechnology

Federal government** Business

Pre Post Pre Post

A great deal ? a fair amount of confidence 21% 28% 13% 13%

Some confidence 31 38 28 28

Very little confidence 26 32 44 59

Not sure 22 2 15 0

N 85 68 85 68

Note: Entries are percentages; ** P \ .01, two-tailed t-test of the different levels of confidence across institutions, post-deliberation

Table 4 Effects of deliberation on panelists’ perceptions

about the risks versus benefits of using nanotechnology for

human enhancement

Opinion Pre-

deliberation

N = 85

Post-

deliberation

N = 68

Difference

Risks [ Benefits 6% 28% ?22%

Risks = Benefits 16 23 ?7

Risks \ Benefits 23 46 ?23

No opinion 55 3 -52

Note: Entries are percentages’ opinion change between pre-

and post-deliberation was ns

Table 2 Panelists’ support for five hypothetical NBIC applications, before and after deliberating about them

Application Pre-deliberation Post-deliberation

Oppose

(%)

Support

(%)

Oppose

(%)

Support

(%)

Implants using nano-wires to transmit information directly from the brain of one person to

another person

30 31 51 11**

Brain enhancements that transmit information from computers or other sources of

information to a person while they sleep

27 37 40 26**

Nanotechnology based drugs administered to prisoners to prevent prison escapes 41 34 51 26

Implanting bionic eyes into humans to achieve extreme magnifying and zooming in abilities 14 32 36 29**

Implants to be used for detecting changes in biomarkers and protein levels in humans to

catch diseases before they become dangerous

1 89 3 89

Note: Entries are percentages; ** P \ .01, paired sample, two-tailed t-tests; Minimum N = 73
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consistent with my analysis of other survey measures

(the full set of results is available upon request).

The data in Tables 8, 9, and 10 are ordered by the

site location, since each deliberating group is now the

proper unit of analysis. Results include the mean

opinion and its standard deviation, before and after

deliberation. I also indicate whether any difference in

these variables occurs in the direction predicted by

polarization cascades (yes or no) and if opinion

change within a site location is statistically signifi-

cant. Since all survey questions that I analyze were

measured on three-point scales, polarization is deter-

mined by comparing the movement of group opinions

to the midpoint of these scales, or ‘‘2.’’ Initial means

above two are predicted by critics to increase after

deliberation, while means below two should decrease

after deliberation.

I start by reexamining panelists’ perceptions about

the risks versus benefits. Was the opinion change

presented in Table 8 a consequence of undesirable

group dynamics? The short answer is no. Opinions at

only one of the six sites (AZ) shifted in the predicted

direction, and this difference was not statistically

significant. Conversely, group means moved in the

opposite direction, or not at all, at the other five

locations, and once this difference was statistically

significant. The results for the variance in opinions

are nearly identical. Just one site (WI) experienced a

reduction in the variation in expressed opinions.

Results for how worried and hopeful panelists are

about these new technologies, presented in Tables 9

and 10, also reveal limited evidence of feared

polarization effects. Looking first at worrying, aver-

age feeling across all sites were originally below the

mid-point of the scale, indicating an overall lack of

worrying to start. Yet, worrying increased or stayed

the same rather than decreasing further. In addition,

theoretically the CA group was the one that should

have experienced the most polarizing effects of

deliberation since they started out the least worried

on average, but this was the site of largest counter-

attitudinal change.17 As before, the variance in

feelings actually increased after deliberation at all

but one site (WI).

The results for feeling hopeful are only a little less

clear. All six groups reported feeling hopeful about

human enhancement technologies scale before delib-

erations (i.e., scores above the mid-point), and this

feeling either remained constant or increased across

Table 5 Panelists’ thoughts about the affordability of human

enhancements when they are brought to market, before and

after deliberating

Pre-

deliberation

Post-

deliberation

Affordable for most Americans 9% 11%

Too costly for the average

American

55 56

Available to only the wealthiest 18 25

Unsure 18 8

N 85 72

Note: Entries are percentages; opinion change between pre-

and post-deliberation was ns

Table 6 Panelists’ opinions about access to obtain human

enhancements, before and after deliberation

Pre-

deliberation

Post-

deliberation

Wealth should determine access 8% 10%

Government should

guarantee access

57 64

Unsure 35 26

N 85 72

Note: Entries are percentages; opinion change between pre-

and post-deliberation was ns

Table 7 Panelists’ opinions about insurance covering most

kinds of human enhancements, before and after deliberation

Pre-

deliberation

Post-

deliberation*

Medical insurers should pay for

them

40% 38%

Individuals should have to pay out

of pocket

14 32

Unsure 46 30

N 85 72

Note: Entries are percentages; * P \ .05, two-tailed test for

mean opinion change between pre- and post-deliberation

17 One problem is that this comparison is based on just three

individuals who expressed feelings at both points in time. Yet,

when I examined the distribution of opinions among panelists

with no feelings at first compared to their reports after

deliberating, the same pattern occurs. The panelists who only

took a position at the end expressed more worry than their

fellow group members who had answered the question at the

beginning. This pattern is replicated within sites with low

response rates for feeling hopeful.
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all locations. Yet, the magnitudes of these increases

were always substantively marginal and none were

statistically significant. Furthermore, just two sites

experienced a reduction in the range of feelings on

this question, contrary to critical expectations. Thus,

while the direction of effects on this measure is more

consistent with claims about polarization cascades

than data for the prior two questions, the effects are

weak and inconsistent, and they probably would not

generate much alarm, especially since feeling wor-

ried, which is orthogonal to feeling hopeful, also

increased after deliberations.

Social capital

In the final set of analyses, I report the effects of

deliberating on three core components of social

capital: internal and external efficacy and general

trust. These data are presented in aggregate level

form in Table 11 since I am testing whether delib-

eration leads to ‘‘better citizens’’ overall.18 Overall,

the results lend some support to proponents’ claims

about the benefits citizens receive from deliberating,

but the evidence is inconsistent and weak. The

general concept of trust, for example, increased after

deliberation (P \ .10), but the magnitude of the

increase was modest. A bit more impressively,

participants’ internal efficacy increased after deliber-

ation, and the change in IE was both substantively

meaningful (.8) and statistically significant (P \ .05).

In other words, by the end of the NCTF, participants

saw themselves as being more capable of

Table 9 Group means test for polarization cascades on the question of worrying about nanotechnology used for human enhancement

CTF

location

Pre-

deliberation

means

Post-

deliberation

means

Mean opinion change

support polarization

hypothesis?

Pre-deliberation

variance

Post-

deliberation

variance

Variance supports

polarization hypothesis?

AZ 1.7 1.7 No 0.8 0.5 Yes

CA 1.3 2.3 No 0.6 0.6 No

CO 1.6 2.0 No 0.5 0.7 No

GA 1.7 1.9 No 0.5 0.5 No

NH 1.8 2.2 No 0.4 0.4 No

WI 1.9 1.8 Yes 0.6 0.4 Yes

Notes: The scale midpoint is the neutral position on the opinion measure; means below the midpoint indicate being unworried and

means above the midpoint indicate being worried. Site N’s vary from 6–14; * P \ .05, for differences between pre- and post-

deliberation opinions, one-tailed paired sample t-tests

Table 8 Group means test for polarization cascades on the question of risks versus benefits of nanotechnology used for human

enhancement

CTF

location

Pre-deliberation

means

Post-deliberation

means

Mean opinion change

support polarization

hypothesis?

Pre-deliberation

variance

Post-deliberation

variance

Variance supports

polarization

hypothesis?

AZ 2.1 2.3 Yes 0.5 0.9 No

CA 2.4 2.3 No 0.5 0.8 No

CO 1.8 2.2* No 0.4 0.9 No

GA 2.3 2.3 No 0.5 0.9 No

NH 2.0 2.2 NA 0.4 0.7 No

WI 2.5 2.1 No 0.7 0.6 Yes

Notes: The midpoint of the scale = 2 (risks = benefits); means below the midpoint indicate risks [ benefits and means above the

midpoint indicate benefits [ risks; Site N’s vary from 7–14; * P \ .05, for differences between pre- and post-deliberation opinions,

one-tailed paired sample t-tests

18 As before, I did not find any significant differences within

sites compared to the overall movement of opinions.
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understanding and grappling with policy decisions.

On the other hand, and contrary to expectations,

participants reported feeling less externally effica-

cious after deliberating. While the decline in EE was

also modest (about three-tenths of a point) it was

statistically significant (P \ .05), suggesting panel-

ists were less likely to believe their actions would

actually affect policy outcomes, even though they felt

more competent about doing these things.

Conclusions and implications

Many science and technology scholars advocate for

promoting greater public engagement with science

because they believe ordinary citizens should be

included in the policy-making process. Increasingly,

public engagement efforts have been designed to

promote deliberation because theorists contend that

the specific and unique act of deliberation leads to

better decisions and better citizens. The empirical

evidence for these claims, however, has been scarce.

What happens when citizens deliberate about science

and technology issues?

This study finds evidence to support several of

deliberation’s theorized benefits. First, the depth of

citizens’ learning about these technologies was

impressive. Second, net opinion change was fre-

quently observed. Participants became more worried

about the risks, but they also became more hopeful

about the possibilities. Initial skepticism about

enhancements versus therapies solidified, but

increasing perception of risks were matched by

increasing perceptions of benefits. Altogether, these

results seem to be a clear indication that deliberation

in the NCTF created informed opinions, exactly as it

is intended to do. Yet, I also found that opinion

change was infrequently correlated with levels of

factual knowledge. It is unclear why learning about

nanotechnologies for human enhancement was only

sometimes linked to opinion change about the issue.

One explanation is that opinion change was based on

reasons other than factual knowledge, but I can at

least rule out the normatively undesirable process of

social pressure (i.e., polarization cascades). Thus, the

most likely explanation is that the kinds of knowl-

edge measured in this study do not have a logical

relationship to unidirectional shifts in preferences.

That does not mean learning is irrelevant, but it

implies that future studies should broaden the number

Table 11 Effects of deliberation on trust, internal, and exter-

nal political efficacy

Pre-deliberation Post-deliberation

General trust 5.0 5.14?

(1.1) (1.1)

Internal efficacy 14.51 15.26*

(2.9) (3.0)

External efficacy 6.78 6.6*

(1.9) (1.9)

Note: Entries are scale means; standard deviations in

parentheses. Minimum N = 71; ? P \ 10; * P \ .05, paired

sample, one-tailed t-tests

Table 10 Group means test for polarization cascades on the question of feeling hopefulness about nanotechnology used for human

enhancement

CTF

location

Pre-

deliberation

means

Post-

deliberation

means

Mean opinion change

support polarization

hypothesis?

Pre-deliberation

variance

Post-deliberation

variance

Variance supports

polarization hypothesis?

AZ 2.5 2.5 No 0.5 0.5 No

CA 2.8 2.8 No 0.4 0.4 No

CO 2.3 2.5 Yes 0.5 0.5 No

GA 2.3 2.4 Yes 0.7 0.5 Yes

NH 2.2 2.4 Yes 0.4 0.5 Yes

WI 2.5 2.8 Yes 0.5 0.5 No

Notes: The scale midpoint is the neutral position on the opinion measure; means below the midpoint indicate being unworried and

means above the midpoint indicate being worried. Site N’s vary from 7–14; * P \ .05, for differences between pre- and post-

deliberation opinions, one-tailed paired sample t-tests
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of factual questions asked and identify the kinds of

knowledge that should result in opinion change in

order to better demonstrate its causal effects.

Deliberation also increased two key dimensions of

social capital. Afterward, panelists reported feeling

more trusting of others, and they felt more capable of

being able to participate in making policy. These

findings are important because, in theory, they

represent long-term benefits that transcend the par-

ticular event that instilled these feelings. If people

come away from deliberative forums feeling empow-

ered, they should also become more likely to try and

influence the policy-making process. On the other

hand, one admittedly and disconcerting outcome was

finding that participants’ reported external efficacy

declined. Why would participants become more

internally efficacious while simultaneously less likely

to believe their actions will actually affect policy

outcomes? This result probably stems from a signif-

icant limitation of the NCTF, and it should serve as a

cautionary tale for the design of other deliberation

conferences. Contrary to the Danish model, where

consensus recommendations are explicitly linked to

the policy-making process, the NCTF promised

participants only that the organizers would dissem-

inate their reports as widely as possible, and this

situation arguably frustrated some participants.19

Unlike the Danish tradition and political culture,

there are few if any formal requests made by political

bodies in the United States to conduct deliberation

with the intention of acting on citizens’ recommen-

dations. Going forward, future engagement exercises

should consider ways of developing concrete and

meaningful policy linkages. Unless citizen engage-

ment with science is linked to the policy process, it

risks undermining the increased internal efficacy of

citizens that deliberation seems to foster.

It is also important to place these findings in

context. It should be obvious, for example, that the

conditions facilitating deliberation in the NCTF have

a questionable resemblance to the circumstances

facing ordinary citizens in everyday situations. In

the absence of specific support systems external to the

individuals who are participating in a dialog, delib-

eration, properly defined, is unlikely to occur

naturally. Furthermore, the topic of human enhance-

ment was initially unfamiliar to most people who

deliberated. It is possible that participants’ lack of

prior knowledge and strong opinions, and not the

structure to these deliberations, discouraged the

generation of polarization cascades in group discus-

sions. If citizens fail to care much about a topic, many

of the dynamics that result in social pressures

affecting decision-making will be absent. Of course,

one reason deliberation is being conducted on topics

like this is because of the emphasis on upstream

engagement, where informed opinions are solicited

before the development trajectory is already estab-

lished. Yet, if future deliberation events begin

tackling more contentious policies, such as the use

of stem cells, then deliberation could result in

significantly different outcomes than the NCTF.

While deliberation in the NCTF seems to be

primarily beneficial, it is also not clear that deliber-

ation is necessary to arrive at these kinds of desirable

outcomes. Can equally advantageous outcomes be

generated by alternative and less expensive models of

citizen engagement (see Powell and Colin 2009;

Kleinman et al. 2009)? Lacking much empirical data,

we do not have good answers. In theory, deliberation

is required, but future research should empirically

compare less resource intensive engagement events to

those structured to promote deliberation about scien-

tific issues.
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Appendix (Question wording and answer

options)

Internal efficacy (all answers recorded on a 5-pt scale

ranging from ‘‘strongly agree’’ to ‘‘strongly

19 Several scholars involved with project gave a briefing about

the citizens’ reports to the U.S. Congressional Nanotechnology

Caucus, Washington, D.C., March, 2009.
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disagree’’): ‘‘I consider myself well qualified to

participate in politics’’; ‘‘I feel that I have pretty

good understanding of the important political issues

facing our country’’; ‘‘I feel that I could do as good a

job in public office as most other people’’; ‘‘I think

that I am as well-informed about politics and

government as most people’’

External Efficacy (all answers recorded on a 5-pt

scale ranging from ‘‘strongly agree’’ to ‘‘strongly

disagree’’): ‘‘People like me don’t have any say what

the government does’’; ‘‘I don’t think the public

officials care much what people like me think’’

General Trust: ‘‘Do you think most people

would: (1) try to take advantage of you if they got

the chance, or (2) would they try to be fair?’’;

‘‘Would you say that: (1) most of the time people

try to be helpful, or (2) that they are mostly just

looking out for themselves?’’; ‘‘Generally speaking,

would you say that (1) most people can be trusted or

(2) that you can’t be too careful in dealing with

people?’’

Knowledge Questions: ‘‘Nanotechnology refers

to:’’; ‘‘Nanoscience is:’’; ‘‘Technologies that produce

significant human enhancements like making human

brains able to communicate directly with computers

are:’’; ‘‘A ‘transhumanist’ is an individual who:’’;

‘‘Recent developments in Nanotechnology, Biotech-

nology, Information Sciences, and Cognitive Sci-

ences (NBIC) fall mostly into the area of:’’; ‘‘Which

of the following is expected to occur in the near

future?’’

Confidence: ‘‘How much confidence do you have

in [‘‘the federal government’’/‘‘Business’’] protecting

the public from significant risks associated with

nanotechnology?’’ (A great deal of confidence; A fair

amount of confidence; Just some confidence; Very

little confidence; Not sure).

Risks Versus benefits: ‘‘What do you think about the

risks and benefits of using nanotechnology for human

enhancement, such as creating superior performance

and longer, healthier lives?’’ (Risks [ Benefits;

Risks = Benefits; Risks \ Benefits; No Opinion)

Worried: ‘‘Are you worried about nanotechnology

used for human enhancement?’’ (Not at all worried;

Yes, a little worried; Yes, very worried; No feelings)

Hopeful: ‘‘Are you hopeful about nanotechnology

used for human enhancement?’’ (Not at all hopeful;

Yes, a little hopeful; Yes, very hopeful; No feelings)
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